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Abstract
The paper outlines the motivation and build-up of the DFG-funded GEOcite project at University of
Passau. The project works on a domain-specific approach to automatically extract, segment, match and
visualize literature references in the German speaking geography domain with the objective to provide a
novel basis for a scientometric monitoring instrument for the community. In this paper, we describe the
GEOcite corpus, its construction and elaborate on a preliminary evaluation of different approaches to
extract and segment references from the digitized part of the corpus. We further evaluate the EXCITE
segmentation model [1] on different datasets of German research papers. The results of our evaluation
show small improvements with domain-specific and increased training data.
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1. Introduction
The GEOcite project presented in this paper is a central part of the overarching research project
”The Pillars of Unity and Disciplinary Bridges: Geographical Research between Rhetoric and
Practice”, which has been funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) since 2013. The
main focus of the project is the question of the unity of geography. This question is nearly as
old as the discipline itself. While human geography sees itself as social and cultural science,
physical geography is assigned to the natural sciences. Not only in German speaking Geography
the relationship between physical and human geography has always been a matter of concern
deeply interwoven with the discipline‘s identity [2, 3]. While the idea of bringing together
the natural and the social sciences is claimed as the discipline´s unique selling point, there
is a growing awareness of centrifugal tendencies within geography threatening its integrity
and cohesion as one academic discipline [4]. So far, these discussions about the disciplines
unity lack empirical support. Therefore, the project aims to provide an empirical basis by
using bibliometric and network analytic methods. Based on an analysis of publication and
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citation patterns, the disciplinary structure of German speaking geography is investigated. In
the first phase of the project (2014-2018), the citation relationships of all geographers who held
a professorship at a German, Austrian or Swiss university in 2012 were collected. The citation
data was retrieved from journal papers published by these actors in the decade from 2003 to
2012. The data collection was carried out partly automated using Scopus. Reference data from
geographical journals not listed in Scopus were manually extracted. The results of the first
project phase show that the discipline has clearly split into different subdisciplinary clusters
[5, 6, 2]. However, the subdisciplines are still more or less linked by citations. Though, the
temporal dimension of the structuring process could not be taken into account. So it is not clear
whether the current situation is the result of growing together or drifting apart. Therefore, in
the second project phase (since 2019), the data basis was comprehensively expanded in order to
enable longitudinal analyses focusing on disciplinary dynamics over time. Our aim is to include
all journal publications of geography professors from German speaking countries from 1949
until today. For this purpose the scientometric monitoring tool GEOcite was developed. In the
following, the structure and functionality of GEOcite will be explained.
This paper matches with a couple of focus topics at the ULITE workshop1 : GEOcite completely
builds on open source software and has the objective to produce ”Open infrastructures and
services for reference mining”; in addition, GEOcite is an application of an established software
framework for reference extraction and matching EXCITE [7] in the Geography domain. Thirdly,
GEOcite matches with the topic ”Search, exploration and mining of the reference graph” in the
way that the retrieved data will ultimately be used for network analysis aiming at a deeper
understanding of historical changes and paradigmatic shifts within geography.

2. GEOcite: technical background
As a software solution, GEOcite aims to locate, collect and process extensive historical and
recent citation data (from 1949 to the present). Digital and analogue archives are used for this.
Extensive digitization work is being carried out, which forms the basis for an automated citation
data extraction. For this task the EXCITE tools are used (see Figure 1). Our aim is to create a
database for the analysis of current structures of disciplinary knowledge networks and their
historical genesis and development. GEOcite enables us to create the conditions for bibliometric
network analysis to better understand the disciplinary dynamics. The data obtained are made
available to the scientific community and is thus permanently available for empirical research
and historical discipline observation.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the structure and the data flows of the GEOcite tool. At the
center is the GEOcite database [M1]. This links three datasets [M1a, b, c] necessary for the
planned bibliometric network analyses.
In GEOcite, as in the first phase of the project, the actors considered are also the geographic
professors in German speaking countries. The GEOprof -Database [actor data, M1a] contains a
list of all geography professors since 1949 as well as additional biographical attribute data [8].
The second dataset [M1b] is a comprehensive compilation of the bibliographic information of
journal papers published by those geography professors listed in the GEOprof -Database (citing
1
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Figure 1: GEOcite database and data flow

articles). To cover both historical and current publication activity, the database feeds from two
different sources: In addition to texts listed in Scopus, the data is taken from analog journals
that were digitized by the Göttingen Digitization Center (GDZ). Due to copyright legislation
only the title pages and the bibliographies of a paper were scanned. The copies were provided
as single files in TIFF format and needed to be processed in several steps: First, automated
text recognition (OCR) was performed. Errors detected during text recognition were corrected
manually. The image files were then converted into PDF format. After that the documents were
merged to combine the title pages of an article and the associated bibliography into one file.
The open source programs Cermine [9] and Grobid [10] were used to extract bibliographic data
from the title pages, specifically authors and title of an article.
The third component depicted [M1c], represents a list of all works cited in the articles. In
addition to the complete bibliographic information of the references, the dataset also contains
the link to the actor data (GEOprof database) [M1a] and the source texts [M1b] in which they
were cited. While this bibliographic information can be queried directly in Scopus, extracting
the information of the cited works from the digitized corpus is more challenging. This is
precisely the application field of the EXCITE project, which has been running since 2016 and
is funded by the DFG [7]. EXCITE provides a tool for extracting literature references from
PDF files. For this purpose, the reference strings in PDF documents are automatically detected,
extracted and segmented. EXCITE was developed specifically for the extraction of citation
data from social science texts and has been trained on mainly recent German-language papers.
Relevant extracted bibliographic information is used to find matches between our actor database
and processed scientific articles. The resulting links between citing actor (matched author of

an article) and cited actor (matched author in a reference) is then used to create our citation
network.
GEOcite reuses the following EXCITE tools2 [7]:
1. EXannotator3 to build a dataset for Exparser model training.
2. Exparser [1] to process and extract the references from the PDF corpus.

2.1. GEOcite Data
In the following Table 1, we outline the GEOcite corpus consisting of active male and female
professors of Geography in Germany and other German speaking countries. In addition, we list
the amount of considered relevant papers in Scopus and our digitized article corpus. We divide
our data into bins of 20 years (1949–1968; 1969–1988; 1989–2008; 2009-2022).
1949-68

1969-88

1989-2008

2009-2022

total

Active professors1

180

565

759

567

1,180

2

231

3,149

10,762

15,263

29,4843

3,352

4,119

5,758

2,823

16,052

Papers in Scopus

Papers in digitized
corpus4
1
2
3
4

Included are those professors who were actively holding a professorship in
the respective time interval.
The Scopus corpus includes only scientific papers written by relevant actors.
23 articles from Scopus do not include a publication date.
The digitalized corpus also contains articles from authors, which are not
part of our research group.

Table 1
Overview of the GEOcite corpus.

2.2. GEOcite tools
As the first output of the GEOcite project, a comprehensive list of the geographic professors in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland since 1949 is available. The GEOprof dataset is available to
the research community as a static download (CSV format) at the geoscience data publisher [8].
There you will also find further information about the methods used to collect the data on the
professorship. In addition, an interactive map to explore the dataset is available on the project’s
website4 (see Figure 2).
We further created a geography-specific dataset of annotated and segmented references, extracted from scientific articles. At the end of the project, a web-based platform for bibliometric
network analysis of the collected geogrphic citation data is planned. All datasets and tools are
or will be available for reuse5 .
2
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Figure 2: GEOprof demonstrator with active Professors in Geography from 1949–2021, see interactive
map6

In the following section, we describe a preliminary evaluation and discussion of an analysis
of reference segmentation in our Geocite corpus, as well as the next steps to be taken in the
project in order to optimize the segmentation process.

3. Evaluation of the reference segmentation
3.1. Set-up and Training
In order to create a comprehensive citation network between our actors, it is essential to extract
important bibliographic data with preferably low error rates. While the default Exparser models
provide sufficient results, the used toolchain allows its user to train a model on a custom dataset.
To maximize the results of the segmentation of our extracted references, we trained three
models on different datasets to examine the effects of more domain specific articles and more
articles in general. To increase our training data for the machine learning (ML) models used by
Exparser, we extracted references from 170 German geography research papers. These articles
were randomly chosen from our digital corpus and were published between 1952 and 2019. The
EXCITE dataset7 contains 125 German articles. We further annotated and segmented these
references according to the specified EXCITE requirements [11]. As test set we combined 10%
of our dataset and 10% of the EXCITE German Goldstandard. Training parameters were set
identical as reported by Hosseini et al. [7]. We trained one model with our data (GEOcite model)
and the EXCITE Goldstandard (EXCITE model) respectively, as well as one model with both
7
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training sets combined (Combined model).

3.2. Results
The results of all three models are shown in Table 2.
Label

F1 GEOcite model

F1 EXCITE model

F1 Combined model

publisher
last page
surname
article-title
url
volume
source
given-names
editor
first page
year
identifier
issue
other

0.82
0.93
0.75
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.83
0.82
0.81
0.94
0.86
0.73
0.77
0.75

0.85
0.94
0.80
0.91
0.88
0.82
0.81
0.85
0.80
0.95
0.90
0.75
0.79
0.78

0.87
0.94
0.84
0.90
0.87
0.86
0.82
0.86
0.81
0.95
0.93
0.76
0.80
0.77

Table 2
Results of three models, trained on different datasets. The F1-score is used as evaluation metric.

Our evaluation shows that a domain-specific dataset does not necessarily improve the output
of the Exparser segmentation model. In particular we can observe that important tags for our
work, like surname, given-names, and article-title achieve lower F1-scores that the EXCITE
model. For several tags, we notice slightly improved results with the combined model. Our
results indicate that more general data and training data from our target domain can improve
the Exparser segmentation model. Considering the predominating use of English language in
the scientific community, it might be no surprise that the majority of datasets in this domain
were collected from English publications. This unfortunately limits the usage of large scale
datasets like PMC Open Access [12] or DocBank [13].
One subject of our future research is the utilization of more sophisticated ML models. In recent
years a paradigm shift for ML can be observed [14]. Models like BERT [15] or GPT-3 [16]
trained on broad data at scale and used as foundation models show exceeding results in NLP or
Computer Vision tasks. We experiment with multilingual models (e.g. XLM-R [17]) for text
features and instance segmentation models (e.g. Mask R-CNN [18]) for structural features. The
underlying idea is to use these available large scale datasets for language independent models
and circumvent the sparsity of data in different languages.

4. Outlook
With the completion of the project, we will release a dataset of our citation network, as well as
all extracted citations from our corpus. Additionally, we will provide a REST API for all members

of the scientific community to query data from different actors, corresponding citations, and
various other attributes.
Similar to our GEOprof dataset, we will provide an interactive website where our citation
network and research results are visualized. Furthermore our software platform GEOcite will
be entirely Open Source.
Initial empirical analyses based on the GEOcite corpus are also already planned. For example,
there will be further investigations on the question of the unity of geography (see above). In
addition, work is planned on paradigm genesis and evolution in German speaking geography
as well as specific bibliometric studies on the disadvantage of female geographers in the sense
of the so called Matilda effect [19, 20] in the course of the discipline’s history. As another
example, self-citation behavior [21] of this special community covered in the Geocite corpus
can be analysed over the covered period.
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A. Online Resources
The sources for GEOcite project will be available via
• GitHub.

